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Kosovo Prime Minister Isa Mustafa

Kosovo's government asked parliament on Friday to reconsider its rejection of an ad hoc court
to try ethnic Albanian former guerrillas for alleged war crimes including organ harvesting,
responding to intense Western pressure.

The young Balkan state's parliament last month voted against creating the court, which many
Kosovo Albanians see as an attempt to tarnish their 1998-99 guerrilla war against Serbia's
repressive rule.

The now-disbanded Kosovo Liberation Army (KLA), which counts among its former ranks
much of Kosovo's current political elite, has been dogged for years by allegations it removed
organs from ethnic Serb captives, who were then killed and their organs sold on the black
market.

Kosovo's chief diplomatic and financial backers, the United States and European Union, have
lobbied hard for Kosovo to address the accusations, and were disappointed by parliament's



'No' vote last month.

They warn failure to create the court risks seeing the issue taken up by the United Nations
Security Council and the inevitable involvement of Serbia's big-power ally Russia, which
opposes Kosovo sovereignty.

"We have to be aware that we cannot build and develop this country if we are isolated by
friendly countries," Kosovo Prime Minister Isa Mustafa told a cabinet meeting, televised for
journalists. "Voting for these changes in the parliament will bring long-term benefit for
Kosovo."

Parliament is expected to vote next week, possibly on Tuesday.

Local media reports say Foreign Minister Hashim Thaci, a former guerrilla leader, has
managed to quell opposition to the court in his Democratic Party of Kosovo, which emerged
from the KLA. Some of the party's lawmakers rebelled last month and voted against the court.

After a decade of passive resistance, the KLA took up arms against the Serbian forces of the
late strongman Slobodan Milosevic in the late 1990s, eventually winning NATO air support to
halt the killing and expulsion of ethnic Albanian civilians.

Kosovo declared independence from Serbia in 2008 and has been recognised by over 100
states, not including Serbia or Russia.

If parliament approves the court, it will be located in the Netherlands due to concerns over
witness intimidation and judicial corruption in Kosovo. 
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